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Developing Critical Thinking: Importance and Strategies

Abstract

Critical Thinking has been an important issue in education for many years. After the 1948 Convention
of the American Psychological Association, Benjamin Bloom took the lead in developing “the goals of
the educational process,” including knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation. Critical thinking in education has been hotly debated since then. It is our job as educators
to equip young students with the skills  and strategies to think critically in order to solve problems.
The challenge is how to transform these important instructional objectives into real, developmentally
appropriate activities that are integrated onto lessons across the curriculum. Implementation of these
objectives and strategies may appear difficult, but often requires only a slight shift in one’s approach
to  the curriculum. This  article shares  some definitions, outlooks, and  questions  to  inspire you to
begin thinking critically about critical thinking. What is it? Should we teach it? Why… and How…..?

Introduction

Critical Thinking has been an important issue in education for many years. After the 1948 Convention
of the American Psychological Association, Benjamin Bloom took the lead in developing “the goals of
the educational process,” including knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation. Critical thinking in education has been hotly debated since then.

It is our job as educators to equip young students with the skills and strategies to think critically in
order to solve problems. The challenge is how to transform these important instructional objectives
into  real,  developmentally  appropriate  activities  that  are  integrated  onto  lessons  across  the
curriculum. Implementation of these objectives and strategies may appear difficult, but often requires
only a slight shift in one’s approach to the curriculum. This article shares some definitions, outlooks,
and questions to inspire you to begin thinking critically about critical thinking. What is it? Should we
teach it? Why… and How…..?

What is Critical Thinking?

The ability to analyze facts, generate and organize ideas, defend opinions, draw inferences, evaluate
arguments and solve problems (Chance, 1986).

The  intellectually  disciplined  process  of  understanding  and  evaluating  arguments.  An  argument
provides an assertion about the properties of some object or the relationship between two or more
subjects and evidence to support or refute the assertion. Critical thinkers acknowledge that there is
no single correct way to understand and evaluate arguments and that all attempts are not necessarily
successful (Mayer & Goodchild, 1990)

Reasonable reflective thinking focused on deciding what to believe or do (Ennis, 1992)

Critical  thinking,  in  general,  is  the  intellectually  disciplined  process  of  actively  and  skilfully
conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating  information gathered from, or
generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a guide to belief
and action. In its  exemplary form, it is  based on universal intellectual values that transcend subject
matter divisions: clarity, accuracy, precision, consistency, relevance, sound evidence, good reasons,
depth, breadth, and fairness.
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Why Critical Thinking?

Everyone thinks; it is  our nature to do so. But much of our thinking, left to it, is  biased, distorted,
partial, uninformed or down-right prejudiced. Yet the quality of our life and that of what we produce,
make, or build depends  precisely on the quality of our thought. Shoddy thinking is  costly, both in
money and in quality of life. Excellence in thought, however, must be systematically cultivated.

A well cultivated critical thinker:

raises vital questions and problems, formulating them clearly and precisely;
gathers and assesses relevant information, using abstract ideas to interpret it effectively comes
to well-reasoned conclusions and solutions, testing them against relevant criteria and standards;
thinks  open minded within alternative systems of thought, recognizing and assessing, as  need
be, their  assumptions, implications, and  practical consequences; and Communicates  effectively
with others in figuring out solutions to complex problems.

Skills related to critical thinking

Across subject areas and levels, educational research has identified several discrete skills  related to
an overall ability for critical thinking. These are:

Finding analogies and other kinds of relationships between pieces of information
Determining  the relevance and  validity of  information  that  could  be used  for  structuring  and
solving problems
Finding and evaluating solutions or alternative ways of treating problems
Just as  there are similarities  among the definitions  of critical thinking across  subject areas  and
levels, there are several generally recognized "hallmarks" of teaching for critical thinking (see, for
example, Beyer, 1985; Costa, 1985). These include:
Promoting interaction among students as they learn Learning in a group setting often helps each
member achieve more.
Asking open-ended questions  that  do  not  assume the "one right  answer" -  Critical thinking is
often exemplified  best  when the problems  are inherently ill-defined  and do  not  have a "right"
answer. Open-ended questions also encourage students to think and respond creatively, without
fear of giving the "wrong" answer.
Allowing  sufficient  time for  students  to  reflect  on  the questions  asked  or  problems  posed  -
Critical  thinking  seldom  involves  snap  judgments;  therefore,  posing  questions  and  allowing
adequate time before soliciting responses helps students understand that they are expected to
deliberate and to ponder, and that the immediate response is not always the best response.
Teaching for transfer - The skills for critical thinking should "travel well." They generally will do so
only if teachers provide opportunities for students to see how a newly acquired skill can apply to
other situations and to the student's own experience.
Critical Thinking includes a complex combination of skills. Among the main characteristics are the
following:

Rationality

We are thinking critically when we

Rely on reason rather than emotion
Require evidence, ignore no known evidence, and follow evidence where it leads,
Are  concerned  more  with  finding  the  best  explanation  than  being  right  analyzing  apparent
confusion and asking questions.

Self-awareness

We are thinking critically when we

Weigh the influences of motives and bias, and
Recognize our own assumptions, prejudices, biases, or point of view.

Honesty
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We are thinking critically when we recognize emotional impulses, selfish motives, nefarious purposes,
or other modes of self-deception.

Open-mindedness

We are thinking critically when we
Evaluate all reasonable inferences
Consider a variety of viewpoints or perspectives.
Remain open to alternative interpretations.
Accept a new explanation, model, or paradigm because it explains the evidence better, is simpler,
or has fewer inconsistencies or covers more data.
Accept new priorities in response to a re-evaluation of the evidence or reassessment of our real
interests, and Do not reject unpopular views out of hand.

Judgment

We are thinking critically when we
Recognize the relevance and/or merit of alternatives assumptions and perspectives
Recognize the extent and weight of evidence

Discipline

We are thinking critically when we

Are precise, meticulous, comprehensive, and exhaustive
Resist manipulation and irrational appeals, and
Avoid snap judgments.

Uses of Critical Thinking:

Underlies reading, writing, speaking, and listening… the basic elements of communication.
Plays  an  important  part  in  social change….  Institutions  in  any society-  courts,  governments,
schools, businesses- are the products of a certain way of thinking.”
Helps us uncover bias and prejudice.
is a path to freedom form half truths and deceptions.
The willingness to change one point of view as we continue to examine and re-examine ideas that
may seem obvious. Such thinking takes time and the willingness to say three subversive words: I
don’t know.
Techniques that make students’ thinking public during a class period:

Building Categories

Students  often  are  given  (and  asked  to  memorize)  explicit  rules  for  classifying  information.  For
example, there is  a set of criteria for determining whether a word is  being used as  a noun or as  a
verb. The Building Categories strategy, however, is  an inductive reasoning tool that helps students
categorize information  by discovering  the rules  rather  than  merely memorizing  them. Such  active
learning typically results  in  better understanding and better retention of the concepts  and related
material than is possible with a more directive teaching method.

Example: Distinguishing animals from plants. Students work in two groups (Animal Group and Plant
Group).  Worksheets  prepared  in  advance  ask  for  information  about  life  span,  energy  sources,
motility, anatomy, etc., of several different animals and plants. Once the information is collected, it is
compiled into large wall charts (one for Animals, one for Plants).

At this point, some questions can be posed to both groups at once: What are the similarities among
the members  of  each  group?  What  are the differences  between  the two  groups?  How could  the
following  statement  be  completed:  "An  animal is  different  from a  plant  because..."  The  teacher
provides  appropriate feedback throughout,  using  open-ended  questions  to  help  students  identify
inadequate or inaccurate categorization rules.
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Finally, the students are allowed to test the generalizability of their proposed rules by looking at
new instances and placing them in the appropriate category.
The strategy is described here in the context of a science problem, but can work equally well in
other disciplines and with more abstract categories. For example, students in Social Studies can
learn the rules for "discoveries" versus "inventions," and students of jurisprudence can discover
the differences between "felonies" and "misdemeanours."
Think-Pair-Share is  used to involve students more actively with the material through interaction
with peers in class The instructor poses a thought provoking question to the class.
Each student writes a response in one or two minutes.
Students  discuss  their  answers  with  a  classmate  sitting  next  to  them.  The purpose  of  the
interaction  depends  upon  the instructor’s  goal.  Students  might  be asked  to  1) convince the
classmate that one’s own answer is best, 2) create a third answer that incorporates elements of
both answers, or 3) determine the strengths and limitations of each student’s answer.
The instructor asks several students to report their ideas to the entire class, and uses these to
make additional points or highlight key ideas.
The instructor asks several students to answer the question again in light of their discussion.
ConcepTests  were developed  by Harvard  physics  instructor  Eric Mazur  to  assess  patterns  of
student thinking and misconceptions in large classes. The technique is similar to think-pair-share.
Here, the instructor  poses  a “conceptual” question  or  problem presented  in  a multiple choice
format.
Students  take a minute or two to decide on the best answer and then vote using a response
system in class that tallies the students’ choices.
Next each student explains/defends his or her answer to a classmate.
After these paired discussions students vote again on the best answer.
The instructor displays  the results  of  the voting  and  explains  the best  choice, paying  careful
attention to the patterns of responses in the class.

ConcepTests use multiple choice questions in which the response alternatives reflect different ways of
understanding  the concepts.  To  construct  such  a test,  instructors  need  to  know in  advance the
types  of conceptual mistakes  and misconceptions  students  are likely to  have. In physics, student
misconceptions in certain topic areas are well documented. A ConcepTest would be difficult to create if
students’ theories and misconceptions of important concepts are not well known in your field.

Think Aloud  Pair  Problem Solving  (TAPPS) engages  students  in  a think aloud  process.  In  a think
aloud, a student  says  whatever comes  to  mind and keeps  talking for the duration of the task at
hand. In TAPPS students participate in pairs; one acts as the problem solver, the other as listener.
The problem solver  reads  the problem aloud  and  talks  through  his  or  her  solution.  The listener
follows along and catches any errors that occur. The role of the listener is to ask for clarification but
not to guide or correct the problem solver.

Think alouds work best when the task or problem evokes elaborate thinking. A question or task that
has a simple or single answer is not a good choice for a think aloud. The prompt does not have to be
a problem in the traditional sense. For example, think alouds  have been used to explore students’
thinking as they read and try to make sense of historical documents.

The Minute Paper is a technique in which students write a brief answer about their learning during the
class period. Traditionally, the minute paper is used at the end of the class period (e.g., what was the
most important thing you learned today?). But a minute paper could be used at any point in the class
to  monitor  student  thinking.  For  example,  the  instructor  could  ask  students  to  explain  their
understanding of a key idea at a turning point in the lesson (e.g., Now that we have just discussed
this  topic, take a minute to  write about  what  concept  “X” means  to  you.). Moreover, the written
answers could be used as the basis for class discussion. The instructor can ask several students to
read and explain their answers.

Conclusion:

Any of these techniques can help teacher better observe student thinking during class. Ideally, the
techniques  are  instructionally  purposeful  and  support  desired  changes  in  student  thinking.  For
example,  the ConcepTest  is  part  of  an  instructional approach  called  Peer  Instruction  designed  to
promote conceptual change and deeper understanding of physics. The ConcepTest question prompts
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students to articulate their current understanding of an important concept. Then, they test out their
understanding by explaining their answer to a peer. At this point students may notice gaps in their
own thinking or notice how the peer’s account is more complete or clarifies a point in a different way.
Finally,  the instructor  uses  the feedback from the tallied  responses  to  elaborate on  the concept.
Rather than simply announce the right  answer, the instructor can explain the concept  in terms  of
different  types  of  understanding.  The  instructional sequence  is  intended  to  promote  conceptual
change by having students articulate and examine their own ideas and then try to reconcile them with
alternative views.
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